
Welcome to the 3rd edition of our VIP report.  In support 

of our partnership with CAPA we welcome a guest writ-

er, chief financial analyst Jonathan Wober who has writ-

ten a piece to sit alongside our values analysis.  We 

hope Jonathan will become a regular contributor. 

The theme of the edition is the value cycle concluding with 

what we believe is a new approach to benchmarking commer-

cial aircraft values.  

The 80-20 Rule 

During a recent discussion with a lessor the above rule was 

discussed.  It references the value cycle in that 80% of the 

time the buyers have the upper hand and the 20% is when the 

sellers are in the ascendency.  In lessor’s view the market is 

now reflecting the minority condition.   

Arguably this translates into market values being at or above 

base for most commercial aircraft – a point we made in our 

first VIP report in February.  We suggested the Aercap/ILFC 

deal was the final element which propelled forward the im-

proved sentiment in the aircraft finance and leasing sector that 

became manifest in the second half of 2013. 

The underlying theme at the recent ISTAT conference contin-

ued to add to the feel good factor.  The panels on the second 

day oozing confidence, with talk of lessor IPOs, the attractive-

ness of capital market products, the return of the more tradi-

tional lenders and positive movements in lease rates and val-

ues.  The ‘Cassandras’ were certainly not welcome and any 

mention of over production was given short shrift. 

From the output shown during the appraiser panel, the general 

impression was that appraised Market values are somewhat 

lagging the prevailing market conditions in relation to Base.  

This is to be expected as appraiser should reflect rather than 

lead the market.  Furthermore the time from a deal being 

struck to conclusion can be months. 

As Flash Boys, the recent book, suggested to an exaggerated 

level, timely accurate data is critical and for appraised values 

to be useful for analysis and decision making the lag needs to 

be better quantified or even reduced.   

The Value Cycle: measuring the lag 

‘Even the bad times are good’ was a major hit in the sixties for 

a UK band The Tremoloes but it could also be used to describe 

the fortunes of the commercial aviation in the post-Lehmann 

crisis and  the period to mid-2013.  Despite the economic 

slowdown, production rates continued to rise, three major 

leasing companies were formed, ECAs bridged any funding 

crisis, and aircraft such as the 777-300ER, A330-300 and the 

737-800 defied the market in terms of value retention.  

The US airline industry stayed profitable during a recession – a 

situation once considered impossible.   

In essence the industry outperformed relative to other periods 

of economic slowdown suggesting that other forces have, if 

not replaced GDP growth, certainly reduced its significance. No 

doubt the low interest rate environment and quantitative eas-

ing have become factors and have fuelled yield-driven inves-

tors to the leasing and capital markets. 

At Oriel we believe the publically quoted lessors could be a 

barometer for commercial aircraft values: they are subject to 

vagaries of global supply and demand, production rates and – 

with their capital needs – the liquidity in the finance markets.  

For our analysis we chose Aercap, the largest of the public 

lessors and soon to be larger and with a better cross section of 

aircraft types, including all ages too.  The Aercap share price 

since its launch at the top of the cycle paints a picture of the 

industry over the last 7 years.  The nadir in 2009, the hope of 

a recovery in 2010, that failed to gain traction, the doldrums 

of 2011 and 2012, and the improved climate in 2013 culminat-

ing with a year-end boost when the ILFC deal hit the wires are 

all apparent in the curve. 

Given Aercap‘s A320 commitments we believe it is a logical 

type to choose to plot the 5 year constant age values for a 

A320-200 (V2527,S1, 77T) against the subject lessor’s share 

price (Chart 1). 

The values illustrate the point when the author called the top 

of the market during the Geneva Conference in the early 

2008.  This prediction was initially treated with disdain by 

many but proved – with the help of Lehmann – to be spot on.  

However, relative to equities, was it a late call?  

If a 12-month lag is removed from the value trend (Chart 2) 

this metric mimics closely the stock price movement.  Indeed 

on a linear basis the R-squared is close to 80%. 

We do not believe this is a spurious relationship; it may need 

a few more years before we can be more conclusive, particu-

larly with the spike generated by the ILFC deal.  A similar ex-

ercise with the A330-300 values, another type in Aercap’s 

portfolio, confirmed this trend. 

The common acceptance is that equities do tend to be more 

forward looking, however we believe it is fair to conclude that 

appraised values are probably exhibiting a 6-9 month lag to 

the AER share price. 

In the meantime, if you have recently purchased a 5-year old 

A320-200 the values are heading north though probably not to 

the same degree as the share price. 
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Although, at CAPA, our financial analysis takes a different per-

spective to Oriel's asset valuation focus, we come to a similar 

conclusion about the stage of the cycle that the airline industry 

has reached. Viewed from the point of view of world airline 

operating profit margins, it is clear that the industry is now 

above mid-cycle levels. Moreover, the evidence suggests that 

it is still on the upturn. 

IATA forecasts an operating margin for the world's airlines of 

4.3% in 2014, up from 3.0% in 2013. This compares with an 

average margin of 2.4% since 1971 and the most recent peak 

of 4.9%, which was achieved in 2010 in the cargo-led rebound 

from the global financial crisis of 2008/09. Interestingly, this 

above-average margin forecast is not driven by an above-

average forecast of global GDP growth. The airline business 

remains cyclical and GDP-driven, but there are signs that it is 

now able to generate a higher level of profitability from a giv-

en level of GDP growth than in the past. 

Analysis of the cycle of aircraft orders, deliveries and fleet 

growth can be quite informative here. Aircraft orders have 

always been (and still are) very spiky, with significant fluctua-

tions from peak to trough. So, for example, 2007 saw orders 

for commercial jets hit 13% of the world fleet, but this statistic 

plummeted to 3.5% in 2009. It recovered to 13% again in 

2011 and remained double digit in each of 2012 and 2013 

(when it exceeded 15% for the first time). In the past, peaks 

and troughs in aircraft deliveries would closely follow the pat-

tern of orders, but with a two year lag and with slightly less 

extreme variation. 

However, in spite of the continued spikiness of the orders cy-

cle, deliveries have hovered around 5% of the fleet over the 

past decade, smoothing out the previous pattern, whereby 

they oscillated between 4% and 8%. This reflects the longer 

delivery horizon created by economic and financial uncertainty, 

but also the significant increase in the order backlog enjoyed 

by the airframers.  

The high level of orders placed in recent years (motivated by 

the desire for new, more fuel efficient technology in an era of 

historically high oil prices) has led to a record backlog of 9 

years of production as at the end of 2013 (it was only three 

years in 2003 and rarely exceeded four years in the decades 

prior to that). While the manufacturers can flex their produc-

tion capacity to some extent, their factories are more or less 

full and this means that annual deliveries are more predictable 

than when the backlog was smaller. 

The desire to replace older aircraft has also led to an increase 

in the rate of retirements as a percentage of the global fleet. 

Whereas retirements rarely used to rise to 2% of the fleet in 

any year, this has been the average level over the past ten 

years. Moreover, retirements are forecast to be around 3% for 

the next few years.  

The combination of lower, and smoother, levels of aircraft de-

liveries, together with higher rates of retirement, has resulted 

in a flatter pattern of fleet growth in recent years. Annual 

growth in the number of aircraft in the commercial jet fleet 

used to swing between 2% and 7%, but has remained in a 

narrow channel of roughly 3% to 4% since 2002. 

In the past, periods of high fleet growth typically coincided 

with low airline industry margins. Carriers would order most 

optimistically when margins were high, unwittingly calling the 

peak of the margin cycle by placing a new peak number of 

orders. This would lead to a peak in deliveries two years later 

and the wall of capacity then hitting the industry would exac-

erbate what was already a cyclical downturn in the airline mar-

gin cycle and turn it into a margin trough. 

The more subdued and predictable fleet growth environment 

and outlook we see now suggests that today's airline industry 

has a more disciplined approach to capacity growth than at 

any time for many decades. This seems to be having a positive 

impact on airline margins.  

CAPA uses a measure of overall capacity efficiency for the 

global airline industry, which we call the Capacity Index. This 

combines load factor, daily utilisation hours and the proportion 

of the global fleet that is in operation (as opposed to being in 

storage) and is adjusted to remove the underlying upward 

trend in load factor over several decades. The Capacity Index, 

which shows a close relationship with world airline operating 

margins, is also above its historic midpoint and moving up-

wards in 2014. 

While we are suggesting that there is some cause for optimism 

that the airline industry may be undergoing a structural (ie not 

just cyclical) improvement in profitability, there is still a long 

way to go before it generates a return on capital sufficient to 

cover its weighted average cost of capital (WACC). Covering 

its WACC remains elusive, but recent margin improvements 

are moving it in the right direction. Moreover, airline CEOs 

have increasingly talked the right talk on this aim in recent 

times. In times gone by, the typical airline CEO would have 

probably said that WACC was something you do to a golf ball. 

The airline profit cycle is still driven by economic growth, but, 

perhaps, there is now a more muted relationship, particularly 

when the economy softens. Simple laws of supply and demand 

suggest that strong demand for aircraft and limited additional 

production capacity on the part of manufacturers should lend 

support to aircraft values. It is no coincidence that aircraft 

market values are moving to levels at or above base when the 

profitability of aircraft operators is above mid-cycle and mov-

ing upwards. 

We are committed to maintain-

ing close relationship with the 

market and attending a variety 

of industry events.  Meet us at 

the ISTAT Asia Conference in 

Hong Kong on 4th-6th May 2014.  

Find us at: www.oriel.aero. 
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